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Sale Items
Schoffel Ptarmigan Extreme Coat
NEW Schoffel's latest shooting coat using GORE-TEX(R) two layer laminate the Ptarmigan Extreme provides ultimate weather
protection for unparalleled performance.
GORE-TEX(R) two layer laminate with an ultralight durable Twill polyester with soft hand.
100% waterproof, windproof and extremely breathable.
Sport cut.
Strap retainer for easy cartridge access.
Micro fleece hand warming pockets with storm flaps.
Two inside zip security pockets.
Front two way zip.
Large reinforced bellow cartridge pockets with drainage holes.
Cotton canvas trim.
Elasticated and adjustable storm cuffs.
Detachable hood.
Machine washable and quick drying.
£439.95 £349.00

Dubarry Bracken Jacket - Cafe
A tweed utility jacket with stand-up collar, zipped front and storm flap.
Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool.. Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour.. Signature chain-hang loop.. Bespoke
stripe sleeve lining.. Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail.. Alcantara trim.. Button and loop front closure.. Gathered
patch pockets.. Zip detail at cuff.. Unique Dubarry cast metal buttons..
£299.00 – £399.00

Dubarry Clover Skirt - Cafe
A tweed mini skirt.
Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool, Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour. Bespoke stripe pocket lining. Bias cut
deep yoke with two front pockets. Iconic Dubarry crushed leather pocket welt detail. Contrast gold colour branding and interior
detail.
£100.00 – £149.00

Schoffel Ladies Uppingham Venturi® Country Jacket Midnight
3 in 1 fitted jacket with a sporty and feminine cut, using Schoffel's own high performance ultralight Venturi® fabric. 100%
waterproof, windproof and breathable.
£319.95 £225.00

Schoffel Ladies Uppingham Venturi® Country Jacket Dark Olive
3 in 1 fitted jacket with a sporty and feminine cut, using Schoffel's own high performance ultralight Venturi® fabric. 100%
waterproof, windproof and breathable.
£319.95 £225.00

Dubarry Birch Connacht Acorn
NOW ON SALE FOR ONLY £199 - (R.R.P £349)
A Dubarry hacking-style jacket with classic elbow patch detail
£349.00 £199.00

Toggi Belsay Ladies Waterproof Tweed Field - Glencoe
The Belsay ladies country coat. The tweed fabric has a waterproof and breathable membrane and seems are fully taped so it is
guaranteed to keep you warm and dry. the coat features large, bellow cartridge pockets, practical zipped hand warmer pockets
and a shaped action back for ease of movement.
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This is a classic design which offers a flattering silhouette, while the zip and popper fastening keeps out the elements. Contrast
faux suede trim an rich pomegranate lining add a touch of luxury.
£275.00 £175.00

Barbour Edworth herringbone Tweed Jacket
ON SALE FOR ONLY £240 (R.R.P £299)
Barbour Ladies Tailored Jacket, from the countryside tweeds collection.
100% wool outer in a Edworth Herringbone Beadnell style.
Brass Stud Fasteners and Barbour Logo embroidery.
£240.00 – £249.00

Barbour Ladies Holkham Durham Waxed Jacket
ON SALE FOR ONLY £179.99 (R.R.P £239.00)
100% Waxed cotton outer
100% Cotton tartan lining
Cape detail, secured with studs
Internal drawcord
£179.99

Dubarry Birch Connacht Acorn
NOW ON SALE FOR ONLY £199 - (R.R.P £349)
A Dubarry hacking-style jacket with classic elbow patch detail
£349.00 £199.00

Holland Cooper
NOW ON SALE FOR ONLY £199.00 (r.r.p £399)
This fabulous Tweed Aviator Gilet has everything you want and more - with functional pockets and a high luxurious shearling
collar to keep you warm, this fabulous piece is perfect paired with jeans. This year Holland Cooper has incorporated wax into the
collection - combined with our famous tweeds.
£199.00

Musto Stretch Technical Tweed Jacket - Keira
NOW ON SALE WAS £495 NOW ONLY £395
Unique Wool / Nylon / Lycra composition for durability and stretch
Waterproof, windproof, breathable drop liner
High protection and performance with maximum freedom of movement
Moleskin lined collar and chin guard
Cartridge pockets shaped for easy access
Fleece lined handwarmer pockets
One internal poachers pockets
Inner zipped security pocket
Studs concealed within stormflap preventing stock damage
Articulation cut into sleeve design
Rib inner cuffs
£395.00

Schoffel Brooke Quilted Gilet - Olive -ON SALE FOR ONLY £90
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ON SALE FOR ONLY £90 (R.R.P £139.95)
Made from 100% Polyester with a water resistant finish.
High loft insulation.
Side vent with poppers.
Cosy fleece lined inside neck.
Polyester lining.
Two way zip.
Two front fleece lined security pockets with zips.
Inside security pocket.
Machine washable.

PLEASE RING FOR SIZE
£139.95 £90.00

Schoffel Ladies Lyndon Gilet Duck Egg
ON SALE WAS £129.95 NOW ON £90.00
Specially designed for ladies, this Polartec® Thermal Pro® 200 weight fleece is an ideal mid layer, but also perfect as a body
warmer to keep you warm and cosy.
PLEASE RING FOR SIZE
£129.95 £90.00

Kingly School Scarf in Cocoa & Natural Tones
ONLY ONE LEFT IN STOCK - NOW ONLY £150!!! WHAT A BARGAIN!!
The unisex Kingly Ultimate Scarf is luxurious take on an old school or university scarf. This huge scarf is designed to be worn
wrapped, draped, knotted or looped. You can wear it anyway you would wear a conventional scarf but with greater impact and
comfort. The contrast single stripe adds a quirky touch of old school nostalgia.
The Kingly Ultimate scarf is a huge 200cm long and 33cm wide. It is heavier weight due to the solid knit Rabbit.
Made with Knitted Rabbit, woven in the highest density by hand onto a cotton mesh. With The Soho Furrier logo detailing.
£200.00 £150.00

Toggi Esher Ladies Quilted Gilet In Chocolate
Toggi Esher. Ladies quilted gilet. Fitted hip length shape with diamond quilted supersoft fabric.
Stand Up Collar, with antique brass studs to fasten. Patch pockets
Highlight seeming to enhance the feminine shaping.
In Chocolate
Fabric 100% polyester with water resistant finish.
Was £40.00 Now £30.00
£30.00

Muck Boot
These wellies have a warm fleece lining to keep your feet toasty in temperatures as low as -40°C. Available in stylish colours,
these winter boots have a dual density EVA foot-bed to ensure that you stay comfortable whether you're on a long countryside
walk or just a wet stroll around town. These lightweight wellies' new aggressive outsole works great on all majority of surfaces to
ensure they'll keep up with whatever you're getting into.
£85.00 £80.00

Muck Boot
These wellies have a warm fleece lining to keep your feet toasty in temperatures as low as -40°C. Available in stylish colours,
these winter boots have a dual density EVA foot-bed to ensure that you stay comfortable whether you're on a long countryside
walk or just a wet stroll around town. These lightweight wellies' new aggressive outsole works great on all majority of surfaces to
ensure they'll keep up with whatever you're getting into.
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£85.00 £80.00

John Field - Otto
The eye-catching fern tweed outer layer has a soft brown trim on the lower hem, sleeves and collar and two front pockets.
The warm Primaloft® inner lining ensures comfort and breathability whilst remaining very lightweight and warm.
£159.99 £125.00

Dubarry Leather Portlaw IPhone 5 case
The Portlaw iPhone 5 cover by Dubarry is a luxury leather accessory.
Made using the finest of smooth and crushed leathers.
Key Features
• Moulded iPhone case bound in leather
• Combination of smooth and crushed leathers
• Signature branded oval and leather band
£39.00 £15.00

Dubarry Connacht Acorn Tweed Jacket
A hacking style jacket with classical elbow patch detail.
Teflon coated 100% Pure new wool.
Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour.
Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail.
Bespoke stripe sleeve lining.
Faux suede detail.
Stylish and durable elbow patches.
Double ticket flap pocket.
£349.00 £260.00

Holland and Cooper gilet
Beautiful tweed gilet with fur lined collar.
£399.00 £199.00

Dubarry Bracken Jacket - Heath
A tweed utility jacket with stand-up collar, zipped front and storm flap.
Teflon coated 100% Pure New Wool.. Signature Dubarry jacquard lining in contrast colour.. Signature chain-hang loop.. Bespoke
stripe sleeve lining.. Contrast gold colour branding and interior detail.. Alcantara trim.. Button and loop front closure.. Gathered
patch pockets.. Zip detail at cuff.. Unique Dubarry cast metal buttons..
£379.00

Dubarry Galway Boots
The combination of smooth and crushed leather with Gore-Tex® lining in tweed.

Please call for sizes.
£229.00

Dubarry Leitrim Country Boot - Walnut
Dubarry's Leitrim boot is stylish mid-calf height waterproof boot. It is an excellent addition to any country clothing collection, as it
will keep you warm and dry during country pursuits thanks to its waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX® lining, as well as
Dubarry's water resistant
Stylish knee high boot, lined with GORE-TEX® Product technology.
Made from Dubarry’s water resistant DryFast-DrySoft™ leathers.
Lined with GORE-TEX® waterproof and breathable membrane.
The sole unit has Dubarry logo incorporated.
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The Dubarry hand built sole unit is made from a combination of rubber and leather it has a leather stacked heel combined to a
rubber top piece.
The sole unit has Dubarry logo incorporated.
Additional underfoot cushion filler is built in between the lining and outsole providing underfoot comfort.
Subtle signature Dubarry and GORE-TEX® branding
Permanent style information on each style by hot emboss, the information includes style name, number and country of origin.
£279.00 £229.00

